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characteristic is a natural sequence of the first two, viz. the
supremacy  of the   constitution and  the  co-existence   of
two governments. The federal constitution being the supreme
law of  the land, embodying the definite terms of contract
hetween the federating states and the co-existence of two go-
vernments involving a division of powers specifically assign-
ed to each, it is necessary that there must be some agency to
uphold the constitution and  to keep the two governments
within    proper  limits.      For  it is not at all surprising
that the  various  state   governments   or    the   central
government may sometimes pass laws—the probability is
that they would  often do  so—which may contravene the
spirit of the constitution  and  may  thus  transgress upon
each other's authority.    Who should then  guard against
this  transgression  of authority ?    Again,   in  the   actual
exercise   of   their    authority   two   neighbouring   states
often   happen   to   disagree   on   particular   issues.    Also
there  may  be  a conflict  of views  between   the   central
and the state  governments.     How are these conflicts to
be decided  and disputes  settled ?   Evidently  the proper
agency   to   settle   these   conflicts   and   to   maintain   the
supremacy of the constitution,  and to  guard ngainst its
encroachment, whether by the central government or by a
state government, should be of a strictly judicial character
with clear authority   derived   neither  from  the one nor
from tha other of these governments alone, for in that case
that judicial body may  tend  to degenerate into   a  par-
tisan of the   government   establishing   it,   but from  the
constitution itself as it is respected  by all the   parties
concerned.   The   Supreme   Court   which   the    federal
constitution generally  provides for  is vested with the sole
and undisputed authority  of settling all disputes between
the state governments themselves and between the central
government on the one hand and the state governments on
the other.

